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Abstract 
This paper proposes a new delivery channel and an alternative branch system, which is called XTM. Innovative 
approaches of providing banking services to customers by XTM and reducing bank transaction costs are 
introduced. It is emphasized that opening and operating a branch has a serious cost, and comparisons are made 
with ATMs which have a widespread and historical use in the banking sector. The XTM is a distribution channel, 
where all bank branches and services are planned to be delivered together with the opportunity of video 
conferencing with an operator. Different styles, business models and application areas of XTM and the unmanned 
branch concept are described. XTM, which has optimization suggestions, especially in subjects like cost and 
energy use, gives a new green perspective to the banking industry.     
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1. Introduction 
In the most basic sense, the theory of banking is based on banks taking deposit and giving loans, and 
the difference, interest, becoming the main income source [1]. The banks also have income from other 
activities such as banking service income, treasury and foreign exchange revenues as well as fund 
placement. Service revenue constitutes 43% of total bank revenues in the last decade of Turkish 
banking sector [2]. This ratio implies that banks generate serious amount of profit through banking 
services besides their main business area. 
The use of technology in the financial industry is increasing as well as in our everyday lives. In 
every two years, number of transistors being used for each chip is being doubled [3]. There is a 
positive-linear correlation between the development of the technology and the demand for it. 
Technological developments trigger new demands and new demands trigger the new innovations and 
developments in the technology rapidly. Banking sector is one of the leading sectors which benefit 
from the rise in technology. In addition, this sector is one of the most competitive service sectors with 
high levels of profits. As a natural result of technological developments in banking history, banks have 
used alternative delivery channels to contact their customers such as the ATM, IVR, call centers, 
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mobile banking services and Internet branch besides traditional branches [4].   
There are two types of profit items of banks in general. The former is the interest cost, which is the 
brokerage services of funds placement, and the latter is the cost of banking transaction services 
provided. Operational costs of a transaction emerging from the branch and emerging from alternative 
channels are not the same. There is a cost difference between each transfer process made from physical 
bank branch, the Internet or ATM [5]. In fact, each branch operation includes the cost of the physical 
environment and equipment, labor and tax fees of the facility, and the need for administrative activities. 
Therefore, branches act as a cost center in different categories such as high rental costs due to being 
located in highly accessible locations, labor costs, and operational activity fees. On the other hand, 
branching is also required to increase customer reach, general accessibility to create new potential 
customers. This is the basic purpose of the XTM design in terms of providing a cost effective way of 
branching. 
Banks try to improve the efficiency of the current channels by marketing campaigns and also 
increase the effectiveness and attractiveness by adding new functionalities instead of providing services 
only through current channels. With XTM, the intention is to provide the functionality of the branch 
together with functionalities of the other channels and to allow “unmanned branch” concept. 
2. Related Work 
Banks can serve to a broader customer base through alternative distribution channels than branches 
and this approach is accepted both by banks and customers a little more with each passing day [6]. The 
tendency of banks to alternative distribution channels and the effective use of them increase capital 
profitability while reducing costs, i.e., in general, there is a direct correlation between the return on 
capital with the use of distribution channels except branch [7]. In this direction, banks increase 
investments to distribution channels rapidly with the emerging technology, it is predicted that in 2020, 
transaction volume of distribution channels will be more than transaction volume of branches in many 
countries. In this direction, there are studies to reduce the number of physical branches especially in 
developed countries [8, 9]. 
In this paper, rather than discussing all the alternative distribution channels, most commonly used 
channels in the banking sector will be referred. Looking at the history of alternative distribution 
channels, ATMs are encountered as the first modern serving point except branches. ATMs are used by 
Barclays Bank in England in 1967 for the first time. After that, common trading service points such as 
telephone banking, Internet branch and mobile branch have appeared as the points of access to 
customers in the banking sector in daily life respectively. In the early 1980s, online banking services 
that run over telephone lines and TV called Home Banking could not spread and could not survive. In 
1994, Stanford Federal Credit Union at the United States has opened the first Internet. In telephone 
banking, the service is given through IVR systems which are built in the 1980s [10]. 
After the early 2000s, instead of branching, banks leaned towards to establish the concept of 
accessibility to customers through service stations such as the Internet branch, ATM and IVR services. 
Neglecting local and global crises, many banks halted their growth of branches in the first quarter of 
the 2000s. However, as a result of stopping branching, banks had trouble at the point of attracting the 
customers and serving. Re-branching activities have been accelerated since 2003 [11]. Reflection of 
this situation to Turkey is shown in Fig. 1 [12].  
 
Fig. 1. Change of the total number of bank branches in Turkey between the years 1991-2011 [14]. 
The question that comes to mind is, "Why do customers still choose making transactions from the 
branches, instead of making through other easier channels such as ATM or Internet?" Research to find 
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the answer to this question has shown that, especially older customers do not trust the technology to 
make a financial transaction; they need human communication and interaction [13]. At this point, XTM 
fixes this deficit and need by offering video conferencing. [23] 
3. Application 
Branchless banking is conceived to deliver banking services to customers without traditional branch 
and branch staff, by using information and communication systems [14]. The XTM can be considered 
as an extension and a step further of existing alternative delivery channels. XTM is the acronym for 
eXtreme Transaction Machine. Basically as a starting point, XTM can be defined as a 
device containing ATM functionalities. The main purpose in designing the device is to transform ATM 
in accordance with the branch concept. In other words, the intension is to eliminate the 
dysfunctionality differences between traditional ATMs and traditional branches. ATM functionalities 
have been improved to convert it to operate as a branch. In this respect, the most important feature 
of the XTM compared to an ATM, is to enable transactions by video conferencing. Thus, additional 
hardware components and the systems that transmit the voice and image of the customer are added to 
an ATM, as a result ATM embodies the competence of a teller. In other words, XTM is a system where 
customers can see the call center operator and the call center can see the customer during the 
transaction. 
Physical location of the bank is a very important criterion for bank choice for customers, as well as 
the diversity of transaction menus, therefore this obliges the banks to continue their conventional 
branching activities [15]. Banks have engaged structures like ATMs and kiosks in order to provide 
widespread services and reach new customer markets [16]. Establishment and operation of traditional 
branches requires significant cost outlay as well as support systems. Upon opening a branch, a bank is 
forced to endure fixed costs such as rent, energy costs, personnel salary costs, personnel training costs, 
healthcare, individual taxes per personnel, plus communication costs. Besides, each branch entails an 
operational risk a team that needs to be managed, evaluated, motivated, developed and trained in terms 
of the bank’s standards. From this aspect, the XTM is conceived as a device where users can have a 
taste of the branch experience with video operator support, a wide range of transactions and 
functionality on a larger screen. It can also be easily installed and expanded like traditional ATMs. 
3.1. Feasibility Studies 
The XTM minimum size and infrastructure requirements are approximately the same as an ATM, 
therefore installation time and cost can be recouped quickly. The comparison of a branch and an ATM 
has been done based on experiences of Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank, in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of branch, ATM and XTM 
Branch ATM XTM 
Opening cost (USD) 600.000 50.000 55.000 
Initial installation duration (day) 183 15 15 
Location requirement (m2) average 300-400 maximum 4 maximum 5 
Average montly operating cost (USD) 60.000 3.000 5.000 
Average montly energy consumption (USD)  5.000 300 300 
Cost per transaction  to the bank (USD) 8 0,5 0,8 
Weekly service duration (hour) 40 168 168 
Interactive customer oriented marketing of new products Yes No Yes 
Transaction set served in branch % 100 < 40 > 90 
Customer-spesicifc “on demand” service  Yes No Yes 
Self service  No Yes Yes 
According to these results, an ATM is more effective in terms of both installation and operating 
costs, compared to branches. At this point a question comes into mind: “Why do banks still open 
branches despite such a cost disadvantage?” The answer to this question points to purpose of the XTM 
design, which can be evaluated from 3 aspects: 
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x Some operations cannot be done at ATM. 
x Customers prefer a branch understanding that they are able to make related transaction from the 
ATM, nevertheless they still want to use the branch. 
x However, some customers do not know that they can make related transaction from ATM, 
therefore they go to a branch. 
To analyze these points, a multi-choice survey study was given at branch exits to 350 people, with 
the question: “Why did you prefer to use the branch instead of an ATM?” The survey abstracts and 
results were categorized by 2 age sets, as given in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Survey results 
 
(Ages 18-40, 200 
subjects) 
(Ages 41-65, 150 
subjects) 
 Construct 
Number of 
subjects 
mentioned  
% 
Number of 
subjects 
mentioned  
% 
People feel secure in branches  1 0.2 12 3 
To make transactions  that ATMs do not do  139 23.4 60 15 
To monitor previous transaction status (such as a credit card application) 30 5.1 3 0.8 
ATM out of service 76 12.8 32 8 
To avoid incorrect operations 22 3.7 56 14 
To cancel incorrect operations 19 3.2 5 1.3 
Looking for human interaction and confidence in the process 68 11.5 64 16 
Do not trust technology, to ensure that transaction have been completed 17 2.9 17 4.3 
To obtain detailed information about transactions from bank personnel 59 9.9 49 12.3 
Do not know whether transaction can be done at ATM 38 6.4 28 7 
Difficult and complicated to learn  to use and operate an ATM 9 1.5 31 7.8 
Think that the branch  is quicker  14 2.4 20 5 
Card is not always carried 21 3.5 3 0.8 
Forgot password 11 1.9 2 0.5 
To benefit from specific customer services (commission, bargaining, 
specific exchange rate)  33 5.6 1 0.3 
Other Issues (Such as; illiteracy, disability, the need for a witness in case 
of a problem , previous bad experiences at ATM, screen cannot be seen 
well due to glare and sun) 
36 6.1 16 4.1 
According to these results, for both age sets, the most chosen constructs were “To make transactions 
that ATMs do not do”, “Looking for human interaction, and confidence in the process”, and “To obtain 
detailed information of transactions from bank personnel”. For ages 18-40, the other most chosen 
constructs were “To benefit from specific customer services (commission, bargaining, specific 
exchange rate)”, and “To monitor previous transaction status (such as credit application)”. For ages 41-
65, subjects indicated “To avoid incorrect operations” as the other most frequent reason for choosing 
branch against ATM. To supplement all these deficiencies of ATMs, video conferencing has been 
enabled with XTMs. Also, in order to provide the same wide set of transactions as are available at a 
branch, or to enable transactions with high amounts of currency, some components (described in more 
detail in the next section), such as a signature panel, scanner, A4 printer, palm reader biometric device 
which works as a high level authentication mechanism, etc. are incorporated into the XTM. XTM 
provides users with these sought-after features of branch experience. 
To solve problems which customers cannot deal with at ATMs, such as forgotten passwords or the 
customer not having his/her card, the following novel solution is offered by the XTM; as the customer 
connects to the operator by video conferencing, and after responding correctly to secret authentication 
questions, and by using his/her other customer characteristic features, he/she can then be served. 
3.2. Hardware Components 
Traditional ATM screens are 13 or 14 inches in size. The XTM provides a larger screen with a size 
23-inches. The interface consists of three logical areas. In the first area transactions are carried out, in 
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the second area an image of the operator is published, the third area is the custom field with specially 
customized cross-selling recommendations and offers. Unlike ATMs, the big screen of the XTM 
contains much larger customer-specific areas that additionally include marketing activities, financial 
and environmental information, as well as a field where the customer’s operations are carried out. 
Ergonomic features are also included as a further aspect of the touch screen interface and graphic 
presentation. 
Differently from ATMs, with a signature panel located next to the keypad, on an XTM, customers 
or potential customers can legally sign transactions, can also contact a bank operator via telephone, 
communicate through a microphone and speaker system which is integral, make coupons and bills 
payments with a barcode reader, scan and send documents as attachments with a scanner. Additionally, 
customers have the facility to fill in a number of bank application forms using the live form-boxes and 
mail boxes.  With these live boxes they can send physical documents, such as application forms, and 
photocopies of credentials, to the bank’s operation centers.  Again, markedly differently from ATMs, 
with the A4 printer any kind of document or contract or application can be printed out. With the palm 
reader biometric device, a second level type of authentication mechanism is additional to the security 
afforded by password ID. Motion sensor detects the movement of the customer and provides 
advertisements and financial information on the screen.  The motion detector alerts the customer when 
he/she walks away without his/her card. The sale of precious metals such as grams of gold embedded 
into credit card-sized plastic cards can be transacted from a dedicated dispenser unit [17]. The above 
innovations are only available through the XTM. The following components which are available at 
ATMs will be available at XTMs too: A credit card reader, a contactless card reader, 
physical password panel, receipt printer, banknote input, banknote output, and coin output.  
The most important difference between an XTM and an ATM is the camera positioning on the new 
device. With this camera, the image of the customer is transmitted to bank operations centers, and 
customers may make operator-assisted video activities, the option to do this is left to the customer. 
Automatic customer recognition is planned for additional authentication. 
3.3. Authentication 
XTM login process for password-needed operation categories can be through at least two 
independent components that customer “knows” and “owns”. Customer “knows” password, PIN, secret 
word, etc., whereas customer “owns” components like card, password production equipment, mobile 
phone, etc. as well as any customer characteristic feature as palm and eye. Accordingly, card + PIN, 
palm biometric + PIN, chipped ID + PIN, NFC phone + PIN login combinations are possible. 
3.4. Operations Center Structure 
XTM device provides banking services to be used widely with its innovations, and it deepens 
branchless banking concept with its large set of transactions. Banks have central operations for ATM 
services such as money and device status monitoring. XTM is in need of a different structure than 
ATMs due to its functionality. The first of these is call center configuration that allows customers to 
make video operations. Essentially, XTM is an optimization approach between branch banking and 
ATM, banks provide customers telephone call center services in their daily portfolio of services. For 
XTM, integration into the existing call center can be done. In the traditional call center, customer does 
not see the operator that serves, since there is image sharing in XTM, there are cases that must be 
considered such as aesthetics and day-care of the operator, organizing the background and training of 
the operator for the video service. On the other hand, operator should be able to control XTM in order 
to operate on behalf of the customer. Unlike the existing call center and branch applications, 
applications that are used by XTM operators should optionally manage the device, for example if a 
client wants to withdraw $250, a software that gives money and carries out accounting process at the 
same time is needed. 
Medium-and large-scale banks have maintenance and monitoring centers where continuity, 
equipment and monetary of ATM systems are monitored mainly connected to retail banking service 
strategies. In other words, majority of banks can manage their ATMs by the central software. Hardware 
access standard for ATMs is called XFS, by using these standard different types and models of ATM 
are conducted to same operations center. All components of XTM are compatible with XFS, therefore 
current ATM operations centers can control XTMs too. Also, same CIT (Cash-In-Transit) [18] 
mechanisms are used for XTM. 
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3.5. Software Components 
    Visual interfaces of XTM are the elements of the first software infrastructure that is very high 
level compared to ATM interfaces. In order to benefit from user experience [19] at all user interfaces, 
spiral model [20] is used. With this model, components are designed and implemented according to the 
world-recognized international standards and then feedbacks from surveys and group sessions are 
gathered utilizing the user experience methodology, final versions of interfaces are formed according to 
these results. By this methodology, user interfaces which are ergonomic, visual and functional and do 
not allow users to make mistakes, are derived. Unlike ATM, XTM contains intelligent systems that can 
run intelligent algorithms, customer specific menu and applications, therefore menu regulations and 
customer specific product recommendations for sale can be done according to user usage pattern 
analysis during transactions. 
Operations center software of XTM constitutes of call center software that allow customers to do 
video conferencing and controller software that manage devices remotely. Intelligent systems are 
included in call center software that enable customers talk to same agent. 
The service infrastructure software is developed in 3-tier software architecture, therefore each task 
that will perform operation is implemented as a service. Here, business logic is abstracted from user 
interfaces to serve all kinds of platforms. Services that are used for core banking system are used for 
XTM too. The software of service layer has been developed on Windows 
Communication Service (WCF) [21] infrastructure. This infrastructure is adapted to 
offer banking services, communication protocols of WCF are enhanced in order to perform double-
sided compression at client and server in order to transmit data fast, 
and Rijndael [22] encryption algorithms are used for critical data.  
3.6. Service Design 
XTM can serve in two different styles with same configuration, but with two different shapes 
and designs. The design which is more reminiscent of ATM and standing operating behavior is 
intended, is called Metro style. This ATM-like design that afford operating while standing can be 
positioned in different types of locations like ATM such as front and inside of branches, lobbies, 
shopping centers, squares, airports. The design which is intended to be located in branches or locations 
with high security level and affords sedentary operating behavior is named Solid style. Solid-
style model can be positioned within branch lobbies, technology rooms in teller format in branches, as 
well as in smaller locations without any branch personnel to afford unmanned branch concept. These 
styles are shown in Fig. 2. 
                
Fig. 2. (a) Metro style; (b) Solid style 
3.7. Business Models and Application Areas 
XTM device is designed to respond to different types of business scenarios with different 
designs and auxiliary devices. These models are: 
x ATM style 
x “Unmanned Branch” concept 
x Branch Teller Behavior  
x Branch-In-Store Behavior 
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x Mobile Branch Behavior 
With ATM style business model, XTMs can be modeled according to bank strategies since they 
contain more functionality than ATMs. In this context, predominantly "Metro style” XTMs are 
preferred. 
There are regular costs of opening a branch and continue its operational activities. In order to 
eliminate these start-up and operational costs, between 2-10 XTM and ATM devices can be put 
together in locations with  the average size of 20-30 m2 and non-stop serving “Unmanned Branch” 
concept can be achieved with low cost than a normal branch. In this type of structure, physical security 
concept comes into prominence and promotional personnel can be stationed temporarily in residential 
areas where unmanned branch concept is newly introduced. This behavior is shown in Fig. 3-a. 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Unmanned Branch Concept (b) Branch Teller Behavior 
Although the unmanned branch can serve to customers, banks open representative branches in order 
to establish and manage relationships and provide corporate banking services in addition to intensive 
marketing activities especially in urban areas with high population density. By Branch Teller Behavior 
model, XTM and tellers can serve side by side in this type of physical branches, provided that same 
queue-matic is used. In Fig. 3-b, this model is shown. 
With Branch-In-Store Behavior so-called Leaf Model approach, the physical bank branches deliver 
banking services to customers through their business partners around them such as stores and 
markets.  In this scenario, the physical security of XTM and security of the store will be at the same 
level and in terms of accessibility such as hours of operation depend on the store working hours. 
For the Mobile Branch Behavior, traveling minibuses with 2 units of XTM located provide 
"unmanned" mobile branch application. The goal here, is bringing banking services to locations which 
have temporary crowd such as bazaars, exhibition fairs, festivals. 
3.8. Enviromental Factors 
With the implementation of XTM and unmanned branch concept, need of labor and physical 
location decrease and energy sources such as gas, electricity and water consumptions are reduced, 
therefore serious improvements are observed in terms of environmental factors. Natural resources are 
consumed less and a cleaner and environment-friendly banking is achieved. The average energy 
consumption of branch and XTM is given in monthly bases in Table 3.   
 
Table 3. Average monthly energy consumptions of branch and XTM 
Energy Cost Branch XTM 
Electricity (USD) 1,200 300 
Water (USD) 100 0 
Gas (USD) 500 0 
Other (USD) 200 0 
Total (USD) 2,000 300 
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4. Conclusion 
In this paper, XTM product which is offered as an alternative distribution channel in the banking 
sector, position of this product in the sector and its implementation details are described. XTM is a new 
distribution channel which does not require customers to come to branch by its wide range services. It 
offers a confident environment to do transactions as in the branch and benefit from banking services 
and related technologies, however customers can use it any time they wish, such as ATM alone or with 
the help of operator as they are having a face to face talk with a customer representative by video 
conferencing. With XTM, it is possible to serve in widespread with less cost and to centralize 
operations by creating a model in the style of the branch for banks. Beside human factor which is one 
of the low cost items that XTM provides, other main advantage is the low energy requirement such as 
electricity, water, gas consumptions. In a conclusion, a new delivery channel which can be described as 
an optimization point of branch and ATM, with a higher accessibility than branches, with a wider set of 
banking transactions is presented with XTM. 
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